
CSE 105
Haskell Assignment 1

Due: Friday October 7, 2016

Instructions

This is an optional Haskell programming assignment for extra credit. (See course webpage for
details.) You can collaborate with other students on the solution of this assignment, but you
should write your own solutions and submit them individually. If you need help with Haskell,
read the introductory material posted on the course webpage, and post questions on piazza
under the Haskell tag.

In this assignment we will further explore the material covered in Homework Set 2. So,
before working on each problem here, you should make sure you have worked out the
mathematial details from each of the corresponding problems from Homework Set 2. For each
problem, we are providing a starter file Haskell11.hs, Haskell12.hs, Haskell13.hs. As
a solution, you should complete the definitions in the three starter files, test your solutions
as directed, and submit all three files using the command bundleP1 on ieng6. All required
haskell files are available either from the course webpage, or in the $PUBLIC/HW2 directory on
ieng6, and should be dowloaded or copied to your working directory in order to work with them.

Key Concepts Deterministic finite automata (DFA), state diagram, computation trace,
accept / reject, language of an automaton, regular language, union of languages, concatenation
of languages, star of a language, closure of regular languages under operations.

1. (Ref. Homework Set 2, Problem 1.c) Starting form the file Haskell11.hs, write a haskell program
buildMachine that on input a positive integer n outputs a DFA (buildMachine n) that accepts the language
(over the alphabet Σ = {a, b})

Ln = {w | |w| is a multiple of n}

(See Homework Set 1 problem 5d for an example of Haskell program that outputs a DFA.) As usual, you
can test your design running evalDFA (buildMachine 7) "abbabbabba" in ghci. You can also export
your machine to jflap with the command writeDFA (buildMachine 7) "filename.jff", and then open
filename.jff in JFLAP.

2. (Ref. Homework Set 2, Problem 4) Starting from the file Haskell12.hs, write haskell programs
complementDFA, unionDFA and intersectDFA that implement the constructions for closure of regular lan-
guages under complement, union and intersection. (For intersection and union, assume for simplicity that the
input DFAs are over the same alphabet.) Notice how, using these operations, one can reimplement the trans-
formation from problem 4 as problem4transformation dfa1 dfa2 = intersectDFA dfa1 (complement

dfa2). (If you need a hint on how to write your programs, you may look at the implementation of function
buildDFA in the file HW24.hs provided with Homework Set 2 Problem 4.) You can test your programs
by drawing some DFAs in jflap (or using those from problem 4), and load them into ghci with the com-
mands dfa1 <- readDFA "filename1", etc., and then either run evalDFA (unionDFA dfa1 dfa2) "input

string", or write the resulting DFA to a file with writeDFA (unionDFA dfa1 dfa2) "newfile.jff" and
opening it in JFLAP.

3. (Ref. Homework Set 2, Problem 5) Starting from the file Haskell13.hs, implement haskell programs
addPrefix0 and delPrefix0 implementing the closure properties described in Problem 5. You can test your
programs as in the previous problems.


